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COMPANY

“... the viewer to be in-
side the scenic situation, 
just like a voyeur, which is 
at the same time witness and 
subject of the actions.”

Mos Maiorum is a theatrical collective based in Bar-
celona specialized on documentary and political thea-
tre. Its commitment is to place the public inside the 
scenic device using immersive formats. Doing so, instead 
of what happens when you see an audiovisual documen-
tary, the public becomes a present witness and empathi-
zes with which is being told.

Mos Maiorum has been using verbatim technique on 
its two last shows. Verbatim creates a dramaturgy from 
interviews and recordings which the actors reproduce as 
faithful as possible with all its pauses, accents, im-
perfections and nuances, creating an effect of veracity 
that blurs the actor and brings the authentic testimony 
of the recording right in to the scene.

The collective, founded in 2015, consists of Alba 
Valldaura, Mariona Naudín and Ireneu Tranis. The usual 
collaborators are Clàudia Vilà as a space designer and 
Pau Gómez at the production.

The collective currently has two shows on tour: MOS 
MAIORUM: the way of the elders, which focuses on migra-
tions on the southern Spanish border, with more than 53 
gigs performed throughout Spain, and GENTRY, premiered 
at the GREC ‘18 Festival. It received the Adrià Gual ‘17 
prize from the Institut del Teatre and the Diputació 
de Barcelona. Mos Maiorum was Teatre Lliure’s resident 
company las 2019 with the project TURBA.
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MOS MAIORUM

Mos Maiorum is a theatrical documentary 
piece based on Verbatim* technique. Using 
this dramatic device, we bring the audien-
ce directly to both sides of the southern 
spanish border to witness, experience and 
hear first hand testimonies of real people 
from this forgotten conflict.
All the words in the piece are genuine and 
were recorded on various trips to Melilla, 
Nador, Tangier and Ceuta, as well as in 
Barcelona and Malaga, by the Mos Maiorum 
team.

*Verbatim: Using interviews and sound recordings, 
we create the dramaturgy that the performers play 
out word by word, with all the existing pauses, 
accents, imperfections and nuances, creating a ve-
racity effect that blurs the actor and brings the 
character first-hand onto the stage.
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SINOPSI

Since the year 2000, more than 30,000 
people have lost their lives in the Me-
diterranean Sea. An avalanche of people 
that continues to grow; people who are 
desperate enough to risk their lives 
time and again in order to reach Europe.
How many voices are 30,000?
How many glances, how many gestures, 
how many hands and how many lives want 
to keep trying?
Could we stop for a moment?
Could we listen a voice, see a gesture, 
hear a word, touch a hand?
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STAGING

The stage is empty. The audience come in and finds 
its place standing (chairs are provided for people 
with special needs). Suddenly, three persons emer-
ge and stand at the centre of the stage under a 
central spotlight. The three performers put on 
headphones that reproduce the audio documentary. 
They will then reproduce as closely as possible 
the voices, textures and movements of the recorded 
declarations.

In addition to words, other scenic devices are 
used:

- The lighting and the space itself are manipu-
lated to surprise the audience with the sudden 
appearance of testimonies from unexpected direc-
tions. Some of the recurring characters may appear 
always at the same place to make them easier to 
recognise.

- The audience, or parts of it, will be moved 
around to create the feeling of crowds as well as 
divisions or group images.
 
- Objects are used to create poetic imagery and 
atmospheric sound.

- Video and/or images provide emphasis or dramatic 
counterpoint.

Our visual concept is a naked space, raw and free 
of accessories. That is so in order to bring the 
voices of the testimonies as raw and real as pos-
sible. 

Trailer:
https://youtu.be/I2hR3fRpu4E

Full video:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B16--Aiugu8hSU-

5PYldqaXRiSXM/view?usp=sharing
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TEAM

Devised and performed by
Ireneu Tranis, Alba Valldaura and

Mariona Naudín

Scenic advisor
Mònica Almirall

Space and costume designer
Clàudia Vilà

Sound and light designer
Pol Queralt

Executive production
Pau Gómez

“Mos Maiorum” is produced by Antic Teatre in co-
production with CAET (Terrassa Centre for Scenic 
Arts) collaborating with L’Estruch of Sabadell, 
NunArt, La Poderosa and Teatro Leal of Tenerife 
(LEAL - LAB).
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CV’S Mariona Naudin
I’m a graduate in Physical Theatre 

at the Institut del Teatre in Barcelona. 
I have studied and worked in Spain, 
Germany and Argentina. I have worked 
as a performer for choreographers and 
directors (Retrospective, by Xavier Le 
Roy) but also develop my solo works as 
an independent creator: VIP, a homage 
to Severiano Naudin, won the Jury Pri-
ze of the 1ooЉ Berlin Festival in 2o12. 
Some other works are Una familia balla 
(2o15), Mos Maiorum (2o16), Kopfkino 
(2o16) and Gentry (2o18). I’m a member 
of two different companies: Mos Maio-
rum and Los Detectives. I combine my 
creative work with teaching.

Ireneu Tranis
Actor born in Barcelona in 1984 and 

graduated in dramatic art by the Insti-
tut del Teatre of Barcelona.

He has worked at the Teatre Nacio-
nal de Catalunya with directors such 
as Georges Lavaudant, Carles Santos 
and Jordi Oriol, at Teatre Lliure with 
Dürrenmat’s La visita de la vella dama, 
has performed in various shows direc-
ted by Pep Pla and Marta Carrasco. He 
has also worked at La Riera, TV3, and 
Ciencia Forense by RTVE. 

Creator of shows like El Venedor 
d’Històries or Mos Maiorum (Caravana 
de Trailers 2017 award) premiered at 
the TNT Festival with a Catalonia and 
Spanish tour.

He is also co-creator of ANEBODA 
the show Winer of the 2017 spanish al-
ternative theaters tour award.

He is also violinist in musical groups 
such as Arthur Caravan, Verd Cel, IX, Ja-
lea Real or Fratelli la Strada.

Alba Valldaura
Actress graduated in dramatic and 

postgraduate art interpretation in 
theater education at the Institut del 
Teatre in Barcelona. Start her career of 
theatrical studies in 2005, combining 
it with the work of actress in children’s 
and family companies, such as; Penti-
na el gat, GAAC de Terrassa and País de 
Xauxa. In 2010 he collaborated in the 
Garage d’Or production of the German 
company Familie Flöz. In 2011 he works 
as an actress in Turguenev’s “A month 
in the countryside” at the Teatre Na-
cional de Catalunya. The same year he 
debuted at the Liceu in Barcelona at 
the opera “Ariadne et Barbe blue”. Du-
ring 2012, he carried out a work of his 
own creation based on the story of his 
grandmother “Iaia, memoria històrica”, 
which is still present at different places 
of Spain. During the year 2016-17, he 
works within the project Mos Maiorum 
premiered at the TNT 2017 festival in 
Terrassa. October of 2018 premieres 
Lake, own creation show along with 
Nicolás Carbajal, at the Terrassa TNT 
Festival.



Camí Ral, 137 
08390 Montgat, BCN

Tel. +34 635 106 006
  +34 699 365 563

mosmaiorum.teatre@gmail.com

www.mosmaiorum.info
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